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AFTER CROSSING A STREAM, WHICH SEEMS TO RUN UPHILL, FLASH AND HIS FRIENDS FIND THEMSELVES DRAWN INTO A TUNNEL, AS IF BY A GREAT MAGNET. FLASH GRABS DALE AND CLINGS TO A ROCK AS DESIIRA AND ZARKOV ARE SUDDENLY SWEEP UPWARD!

UP THEY FLOAT TOWARD THE TOP OF THE TUNNEL! "WE HAVE NO WEIGHT!" EXCLAIMS ZARKOV, "THIS IS SOME AMAZING SORT OF SUSPENDED GRAVITY!"

THEN, WITH INCREASING SPEED, THE SCIENTIST AND QUEEN DESIIRA "FALL UP" IN A HUDDLED HEAP TO THE CEILING OF THE TUNNEL: "ARE YOU HURT?" ZARKOV ASKS, AND DESIIRA REPLIES IN A PUZZLED TONE: "NO, BUT I'M ALL MIXED UP - WE'RE STUCK UP HERE! WHAT IF WE FELL DOWN?"

ZARKOV EXCLAIMS: "THERE IS NO POSSIBLE MAGNETISM THAT COULD HOLD THE HUMAN BODY LIKE THIS - EXCEPT A CHANGE OF GRAVITY, WE CAN'T FALL!"

FLASH, DANGEROUSLY CLOSE TO THE POINT OF "NEUTRAL GRAVITY" WHERE DESIIRA AND ZARKOV STARTED FALLING UP - HOLDS DALE SAFELY BY CLUTCHING THE SIDE OF THE TUNNEL WALL. BUT AS HE WATCHES ZARKOV, HE SAYS: "DALE, ARE YOU GAME TO JOIN THEM?"
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UP WHERE DESIRA AND ZERKO ARE STANDING ON THE ROOF OF THE CAVE, GRAVITY IS SOMEHOW REVERSED. FLASH SAYS: "WE CAN'T GO BACK BECAUSE OF THE ROCK TERMITES. COME ON, DALE, LET'S FACE WHATEVER STRANGE WORLD LIES AHEAD FOR US!"

SO SAYING, FLASH LOOSENS HIS HOLD ON THE WALL AND HE AND DALE FLOAT THRU THE AREA OF NEUTRAL GRAVITY.

AS THEY APPROACH THE ZONE OF REVERSED GRAVITY, THEY "FALL UP" WITH INCREASING SPEED TOWARD THE CEILING. FLASH CLUTCHES DALE IN HIS ARMS AND, WITH HIS USUAL LIGHTNING COORDINATION, TURNS OVER IN MID-AIR AND LANDS ON HIS FEET!

FLASH QUICKLY ADJUSTS HIMSELF TO THIS WEIRD, UPSIDE-DOWN WORLD: "WE'LL HAVE TO GO ON ALONG THE TUNNEL. WALK CAREFULLY - THIS FIELD OF UPSET GRAVITY MAY END AND THEN WE'D FALL."

"THE GRAVITY-PULL IS GETTING WEAKE stir. I'VE PASSED THE CENTER OF THE MYSTERIOUS FIELD. I'LL BET THIS IS CAUSED BY SOME HUGE METEORITE OF SUPER-DENSITY THAT IS LODGED IN THE GROUND ABOVE THE CAVE ROOF! GREAT SCOTT! WHAT'S THIS COMING AT ME?" EXCLAIMS FLASH.
Pinned to the roof of the cave by the upward gravity, Flash has all he can do to cope with the strange conditions of this tiny upside-down world. Suddenly, he finds himself being attacked by great dragon-bats, their sword-like beaks thirsting for his blood!

Flash drops to his knee, dodging the first bat. His ray-gun blasts the second into shreds—

Other blood-mad cave-bats follow the first two, but Flash’s quick eye and Trigger finger are more than a match for the wheeling, diving swarm...

After annihilating the last of the gruesome creatures, Flash hurries back to Dale and Zarkov. His great strength helps the girls past the center of the heaviest upward pull of gravity—

As they continue along the ceiling, the gravitational pull becomes steadily weaker—until Dale begins to float. She cries out and Flash grasps her, shouting: “Careful, everybody! Gravity is righting itself!”
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FLASH REALIZES THAT THE STRANGELY REVERSED GRAVITATIONAL FORCE IS RIGHTING ITSELF, CLINGING TO DALE. HE CALLS TO THE OTHERS: "BE CAREFUL--YOU MIGHT FALL! GET OVER TO THE SIDE WALL AND HANG ON!"

HAPPY AT BEING OUT OF THE AREA OF CONFLICTING GRAVITIES, THE FOUR FRIENDS RENEW THEIR EFFORTS TO FIND AN EXIT FROM THE CAVERNS. FLASH OBSERVES THAT THE TUNNEL SEEMS TO SLOPE UPWARD--

HELDING PRECARIOUSLY TO THE WALL, THEY WORK THEIR WAY THROUGH THE AREA OF DANGEROUS "NEUTRAL" GRAVITY TO A POINT WHERE NORMAL GRAVITY ONCE MORE EXERTS ITSELF.

THEN SUDDENLY, THERE IS SUNLIGHT AHEAD! FREEDOM AT LAST! WITH CRIES OF JOY, THE WEARY FUGITIVES RUSH TOWARD THE TUNNEL'S EXIT--

"NOW I KNOW WHERE I AM!" DESIRA CRIES, AS THEY REACH OPEN GROUND. "THAT'S OUR FAMOUS 'MAGNET MOUNTAIN'--NO WONDER EVERYTHING WAS SO MIXED UP! NOW I CAN FIND THE WAY TO MY CAPITAL!" FLASH SAYS: "MAYBE YOUR COUSIN, PRINCE BEAZOR HAS GOTTEN THERE FIRST!"
"WE'RE APPROACHING ONE OF MY OUTPOSTS--I CAN ORDER A JUNGLE CAR TO TAKE US TO MY CAPITAL," SAYS QUEEN DESIRA. BUT FLASH, REMEMBERING RUTHLESS PRINCE BEAZOR, SAYS: "I HOPE YOU STILL HAVE A CAPITAL, DESIRA!"

"WHO ARE YOU?" ASKS AN OFFICER AT THE OUTPOST. "I'M QUEEN DESIRA," SHE ANNOUNCES. "YOU WILL SEND FOR A SWIFT JUNGLE CAR FOR MY TRANSPORTATION, CAPTAIN..."

FLASH SENSES SOMETHING PECULIAR ABOUT THE CAPTAIN'S ATTITUDE, AS HE USHERS THEM INTO THE OUTPOST AND LEAVES TO CALL THE PALACE ON THE SPACEPHONE. "NONSENSE!" SCOFFS DESIRA. "HE'S MERELY NERVOUS IN THE PRESENCE OF HIS QUEEN!"

BUT FLASH HAS NOT SURVIVED A THOUSAND DANGERS BY BEING FOOLISHLY TRUSTING. THE CAPTAIN MUTTERS INTO THE SPACEPHONE: "IT IS THE SUPPOSEDLY DEAD QUEEN, KING BEAZOR! SHALL I ARREST HER AS AN IMPOSTOR?"

"SORRY TO INTERRUPT YOUR CONVERSATION," SAYS FLASH, AS HE BREAKS THE SPACEPHONE CONNECTIONS, "BUT YOU ARE NOT GOING TO ARREST ANYONE! REACH FOR THE SKY, TRAITOR!"
"Queen Desira will punish you for trying to hand her over to Prince Brazor." Says Flash to the outpost captain. But the man protests—King Brazor says she's an impostor.

Blinded by the reward Brazor would pay for the officer lunges at Flash—only to be knocked cold!

Flash calls his companions to break the bad news: "Brazor has seized your throne and declared you dead, Desira, I fear that most of your subjects will believe him!"

But Desira insists on announcing her return: "Brazor is a traitor who tried to kill me! I call on all my loyal subjects to overthrow him and support me!" But Flash knows that by this time Brazor's picked troops must already be on their way to the outpost.

Flash and Zarkov boldly disarm and imprison the small outpost garrison in their own guardhouse. Then, with commandeered gryphs, supplies and weapons, Flash leads his little party back into the wilds of Tropica.
AFTER IMPRISONING THE OUTPOST GARRISON, FLASH, LEADS HIS FRIENDS INTO THE WILDS OF TROPICA: "I'LL ROUSE MY PEOPLE -- THEY'LL OVERTHROW BRAZOR AS SOON AS I APPEAR IN MY CAPITAL!" SAYS DESIRES. FLASH SMILES AT THE QUEEN'S OPTIMISM AND REPLIES "I WISH IT COULD BE AS SIMPLE AS THAT!"

INSTED OF CROSSING A JUNGLE STREAM, FLASH CHANGES THEIR COURSE "WHERE ARE YOU GOING?" ASKS DESIRES. "UP THIS SHALLOW RIVER. "ANSWERS FLASH. "THE WATER WILL COVER OUR TRAIL."

"HOW DARE YOU CHANGE MY PLANS," SNAPS DESIRES ANGRILY. "I SAID WE'RE GOING TO MY CAPITAL!" FLASH SKEWS "WE KNOW YOU'RE THE REAL QUEEN -- BUT BRAZOR HAS CONVINCED YOUR PEOPLE THE QUEEN IS DEAD AND YOU'RE AN IMPOSTER."

SUDDENLY, DESIRES'S GRYPH STEPS INTO A HOLE IN THE RIVER BED, AND SHE IS TOO BUSY TO ARGUE MUCH TO FLASH'S BELIEF.

FLASH HAS NOT UNDERESTIMATED THEIR ENEMY, BRAZOR PERSONALLY DIRECTS TROPICA'S MOBILE SOUTING FORCES BY SPACEPHONE AS THEY COMB THE WILDS AROUND THE LONELY OUTPOST WHERE DESIRES WAS LAST SEEN. THEIR ORDERS ARE TO SHOOT THE IMPOSTOR ON SIGHT! 10-23-62.
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The outpost captain is released from his own guard-house: "Who was with that impostor and where did they go, snarls Brazor?"

Brazor's scouts sweep thru the forest, hunting for the fugitive queen. Invisible electronic detecto-rays comb the surrounding vegetation for some sign of hiding humans.

"Two men and a woman were with her - they planned to go to the capital!" mutters the disgraced captain.

The fluoresco-rays of Brazor's scout cars follow the fugitives' trail to the river bank, where it ends. Brazor fumes: "That fox, Flash Gordon, has taken to the river again!"

The scout cars split into two parties and take to the water, one searching upstream, and the other downstream.

Meanwhile Flash and his party have left the stream and taken to the foot-hills of a vast mountain range. Desira reins up alongside of Flash and says: "On the otherside of these mountains is the desert of fire - please don't take us there, Flash!"
"I won't let you take us to the fiery desert, Flash! It's fantastic to think that Brazor could trail us this far!" says Desira. In answer, Flash dismounts and leads his friends to a cliff edge. He points far below them: "Take a look at something fantastic then. Brazor's scout cars are climbing toward us!"

Flash turns to Zarkov saying: "You ride ahead with the girls. When you reach the edge of the desert, wait for me. I have a plan that may delay Brazor's scout cars.

Smiling the reassurance he does not quite feel, Flash turns to wave farewell to his friends before setting out about scaling a high bluff.

Atop the bluff, Flash draws a bead on a distant ledge and waits for the crawling scout cars to approach—then the moment is at hand! He fires once, twice, three times...

Flash's perfectly placed ray blasts loosen a great section of rock, which thunders down toward Brazor and his armored unit!
WITH THE ROAD BLOCKED, BRAZOR AND HIS MEN ARE FORCED TO CONTINUE THE CHASE AFOOT: "THE SHOTS CAME FROM THE NEXT RIDGE," BELLOWS BRAZOR, "WE CAN PICK THEM OFF FROM THE TOP OF THIS CLIFF!!"

THREE WELL-PLACED BLASTS FROM FLASH'S RAY-RIFLE BRING AN AVALANCHE ROARING DOWN ON BRAZOR'S SCOUT CARS, AS THEY PURSUE FLASH AND HIS FRIENDS ACROSS A MOUNTAIN RANGE ---

CHUCKLING GLEEFULLY AT THE SUCCESS OF HIS STRATEGY, FLASH LEAPS FROM HIS LOFTY PERCH AMID A HAIL OF PAY-BOLTS FROM THE OPPOSITE BLUFF ---

FLASH LEAPS ASTRIDE HIS WAITING GYRPH AND HEADS FOR THE FLAMING DESERT: "I DOUBT IF BRAZOR'S CARS CAN FOLLOW US VERY FAR INTO THE BAD LANDS," HE MUTTERS.

FAR AHEAD, INTO THE BURNING WASTELANDS, ZABKOV HALTS: "WE'VE RIDDEN FOR AN HOUR, AS FLASH ORDERED. NOW WE'LL HAVE TO WAIT FOR HIM. "BUT DESIREA VOICES DALE'S ANXIETY WHEN SHE SAYS: "BUT THIS IS SUCH HORRIBLE, BROKEN UP, IMPASSABLE COUNTRY, THAT HE MAY NEVER FIND US!!"
Flash's man-made avalanche has knocked out two of Brazor's scout cars. The remaining cars follow Flash's trail to the edge of the flamingo desert, where Brazor calls a halt: "Let the desert take care of them," he growls, "we'll go back and guard every pass to catch them, if they survive this land of horror!"

Out in the desert, Flash pulls his stout-hearted Gryph to a halt and anxiously scans the horizon: "Dale, Zarkov and Desira promised to wait for me after an hour's ride—but there's no sign of them—"

Then Flash rises in his stirrups, as his keen eyes pick up a distant signal: Dot, dot, dash, dot—why of course, "he smiles, "that's the Morse code for 'F'-trust old Zarkov to use his head!"

Using a blanket and the vent-hole of a smoking volcanic outlet, Zarkov sends Flash's name in smoke-puffs.

The fugitives are reunited once again. All talking at once. All supremely happy—all but Desira. Perhaps she is jealous of Dale—or it could be that she suspects what lies ahead in this desolate land of maddening heat—maybe a little of both—time will tell.
Desira, Dale, Zarkov, and Flash have eluded Brazor by fleeing into the fire-desert. Grateful for the coming night, they wrap themselves in their blankets and fall into the sleep of exhaustion.

Next morning Dale cooks a scanty breakfast over the flame of a volcanic vent-hole. They try not to think of what may happen when their supply of food and drink is gone.

While Zarkov saddles the gyps, Queen Desira takes Flash aside: "I've decided that this trip into the unexplored desert is a mistake, Flash! We must turn back!"

"I'm sorry, Desira," says Flash, "but I'm responsible for all our lives, and I'll run this expedition my way. Brazor's men are in ambush sure that we'll give up and turn back. We're going on!"

Flash continues: "We know you're the queen of Tropica, but Brazor has the throne now. If you want me to help you regain it, you must trust my leadership. "You're right, Flash—lead on!"

As they press onward, the volcanic desert grows more forbidding every mile. They cross great rivers of molten lava—it is a land of terrible heat and utter desolation."
The merciless heat of the flaming desert has taken the lives of Flash's and Zarkov's gryphs. The girls' mounts are fast wilting under their light loads and their collapse is but a matter of time.

As the four fugitives try to circle the Niagara of flaming lava, a hideous fire-dragon bellows its challenge.

The gryphs are maddened with fright at the sight of the creature that swims through molten fire, as if it were water. Their wild plunging unseats the girls.

The deadly blasts of Flash's and Zarkov's ray-guns fail to stop the armored monster, as it lunges toward them.

Desira and Dale add their ray-fire to the men's but, with as little effect: "Run!" shouts Zarkov. "Run—it's your only chance!"
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FROM ITS HOME IN THE RIVER OF MOLten LAVA, A FIRE-DRAGON ATTACKS FLASH, DALE, ZARKOV, AND DESIRA. FLASH AND ZARKOV RETREAT OUT OF RANGE OF ITS FLAMING BREATH, WHICH HAS ALREADY KILLED ONE OF THEIR GRYPHS. VAiNLY, THEY TRY TO FIND A VULNERABLE SPOT IN THE MONSTER'S ARMOR...

FLASH HOLDS HIS FIRE AND THE DRAGON TURNS TOWARD ZARKOV. ITS GREAT, GLASSY EYES OPEN WIDE, AS IT SEEKS ITS TORMENTOR...

FLASH OBSERVES THAT WHEN HE FIRES AT THE CREATURE'S HEAD, IT WINKS A HOOD OF INCREDIBLY HARD SHELL OVER ITS EYES. HE SHOUTS TO KARKOV: "KEEP Firing---AWAY FROM ITS HEAD!"

AND FLASH'S RAY-BOLTS CAUSE THE VERY GROUND TO TREMBLE. WITH A FINAL SPASMODIC LUNGE, IT DISAPPEARS INTO THE MOLten INFERNO FROM WHICH IT CAME.
Flash Gordon by Alex Raymond

Flash and Zarkov have killed the desert-dragon, but not before it has accounted for one of their last two gryphs.

"What now, Flash?" Desira's tone is sarcastic, "our gryphs gone, food and water low." Dale interrupts: "and our skins still whole, thanks to Flash! Gratitude isn't one of your virtues is it, Desira?"

Ignoring Desira completely, Flash steps over to Zarkov: "I'm going to try to catch that runaway. That dead gryph is all that stands between us and starvation!"

Flash knows that he is trailing a badly frightened gryph. His one hope is that the forest-horse has been so exhausted by its flight thru the desert heat that it could not run far.

Flash keeps out of sight—until a sudden burst of speed enables him to intercept the racing animal!

Adjusting the silencer on his ray-rifle, Flash fires a shot at the hill beyond the frightened gryph. As he hopes, the sudden explosion stampedes the creature away from the noise and toward Flash.
ASTRIDE THE CAPTURED GYRPH, FLASH RIDES BACK TOWARD THE LAVA CASCADE, WHERE HE LEFT DALE, DESIRA, AND ZARKOV. THEN HE IS ALMOST THROWN FROM THE SADDLE, AS A TITANIC EXPLOSION OF THE TORTURED FIRE-DESERT CAUSES HIS MOUNT TO REAR AND PLUNGE IN TERROR.

FLASH SPURS HIS GYRPH INTO A HEADLONG GALLOP, MUMBLING, "WHY DID I EVER BRING THEM INTO THIS GHASTLY LAND?"

FLASH'S WORST FEARS ARE CONFIRMED. THE EXPLOSION HAS STARTED A NEW FLOOD OF LAVA, WHICH FLOWS AROUND THE HILL WHERE HE HAD LEFT HIS COMRADES, CUTTING THEM OFF.

FLASH GALLOPS ALONG THE LAVA BABEICADE, SEEKING A SPOT NARROW ENOUGH TO JUMP.

THE GYRPH'S STUBBORN TERROR IS NO MATCH FOR FLASH'S WILL—WITH AN INCREDIBLE LEAP, THE BEAST CLEAR THE FIRE-JUMP.
AN ERUPTION OF THE VOLCANIC DESERT HAS SPLIT THE LAVA CASCADE SO THAT IT FLOWS AROUND THE HILL WHERE FLASH HAD LEFT HIS FRIENDS, THUS CUTTING OFF THEIR ESCAPE. FLASH JOINS THEM BY FORCING HIS GRYPH TO LEAP THE MARGORWEST PORTION OF THE FLOOD—

WORKING FURIOUSLY, THE FOUR FUGITIVES FASHION THE BLANKET STEPS AND SURPLUS CLOTHING OF THE MEN INTO A CRUDE ROPE—

FLASH SURVEYS THE SITUATION, THEN TURNS TO HIS COMRADES: "I HAVE AN IDEA—THE FLOOD IS RISING—WE'LL HAVE TO WORK FAST—GATHER OUR BLANKETS AND TEAR THEM INTO NARROW STRIPS—"

FLASH FASTENS ONE END OF THE LINE TO THE GRYPH'S SADDLE AND ZARKOV, A HORSEMAN OF FLASH'S CALIBRE, GUIDES THE NOBLE BEAST OVER THE DANGEROUS FIRE-BURN ONCE AGAIN—

ZARKOV QUICKLY Dismounts, Lashes the line about his waist and braces himself. Flash does likewise and the line is taut between them. At a nod from Flash, Desira begins her perilous, hand-over-hand crossing of the raging lava flood!
ON A HILL SURROUNDED BY FLAMING LAVA, FLASH AND HIS COMRADES FASHION A LIFE-LINE FROM TORN BLANKETS AND CLOTHING, THE GYRPH CARRIES ZARKOV AND ONE END OF THE LINE TO THE OPPOSITE SHORE, WITH FLASH AND ZARKOV ANCHORING EACH END OF THE CUDE BRIDGE, DESIRA CROSSES, HAND-OVER-HAND.

WHEN DESIRA REACHES SAFETY, DALE DROPS TO HER KNEES BESIDE FLASH: "I CAN'T LEAVE YOU HERE ALONE, FLASH! HOW WILL YOU EVER GET ACROSS?" FLASH SMILES AT HER: "IT WILL TAKE MORE THAN A LITTLE LAVA TO SEPARATE US—YOU'D BETTER GET GOING—"

WITH THE HUNGRY FLAMES LICKING AT HER FEET, AND THE SHOUTS OF ENCOURAGEMENT RINGING IN HER EARS—

DALE MAKES THE DANGEROUS CROSSING.

NOW, WITH ONLY HIMSELF TO WORRY ABOUT, FLASH HURLS THE SADDLE BAGS CONTAINING THEIR PRECIOUS FOOD AND WATER TO HIS FRIENDS, HE THEN SCRATCHES A LINE AT A POINT NEAR THE FLAMING STREAM—

FLASH WALKS BACK ABOUT FIFTY YARDS, THEN STARTS RUNNING INCREASING HIS SPEED AS HE APPROACHES THE SCRATCHED MARK. AT THE HEIGHT OF HIS DASH, HIS FOOT HITS THE TAKE-OFF LINE AND HE SAILS GRACEFULLY TOWARD THE OPPOSITE BANK—THIRTY FEET AWAY!
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By using his wits and torn strips of blankets, Flash has transferred his friends to safety. In doing so, he has left himself behind, with only his athletic prowess to carry him to safety. While Zarkov, Dale, and Desira watch in amazement, Flash spans the river of lava with a prodigious jump.

Zarkov finds his tongue: "Flash, do you realize that you jumped over thirty feet? On Earth it would be a record!" "But we're not on Earth, Zarkov. Let's get away from here."

After Flash and Zarkov retrieve their clothing from the make-shift life line, the girls mount the one remaining Gryph and the four fugitives push on across the desert.

For days they plod on, seeking an end to this land of merciless heat and desolation. Their food runs out—and finally their Gryph can go no farther.

Too often when the water flask is passed around, Flash raises it to his lips but does not drink—One day Dale takes her sip, then turns to Flash, her eyes tragic. "It's gone," she whispers. "I've drunk the last drop!"
THE PLIGHT OF FLASH, DALE, ZARKOV AND DESIKA GROWS DESPERATE, AS THEIR FOOD AND WATER SUPPLY GIVES OUT, WITH THE END OF THE VOLCANIC DESERT NOWHERE IN SIGHT. ALTHOUGH THE OTHERS HAVE BEEN WITHOUT WATER FOR DAYS, FLASH'S FAST HAS BEEN LONGER. STILL, HIS UNQUENCHABLE SPIRIT INSpires HIS COMRADES TO FIGHT ON.

"THE EDGE OF THE DESERT!" HE CROAKS, "THANK HEAVEN! I PRAY WE CAN MAKE IT," AND HE HURRIES BACK TO TELL THE OTHERS.

WHILE HIS EXHAUSTED FRIENDS REST, FLASH STRUGGLES TO THE TOP OF A HIGH PLATEAU, DISCOVERING THAT WHICH HE HAD SCARCELY DARED HOPE - A DISTANT MOUNTAIN RANGE!

BUT FLASH'S EXERTIONS HAVE WEAKENED HIM GREATLY. A STRANGE DIZZINESS OVERTAKES HIM; HE STUMBLIES AND FALLS OFEN.

"A LITTLE REST AND I'LL BE ALL RIGHT," HE MUMBLES, THEN HIS EYES WIDEN IN AMAZEMENT: "WHAT IS THAT? IT CAN'T BE TRUE, IT MUST BE A MIRAGE!"

FROM ONE OF THE STEAMING VENTS OF THE DESERT, FLOATS A HORDE OF STRANGE LITTLE MEN! SMALL WONDER THAT FLASH CANNOT BELIEVE HIS EYES! CAN THIS BE REAL?
While Flash is returning to Dale, Zarkov and Desira with the good news that the edge of the desert is in sight. He is overcome by exhaustion. Four days without food or water are too much, even for Flash. While resting on the hot sand, he is amazed to see a swarm of little men emerge from a volcanic steam vent and float toward him.

"Who are you? What do you want?" croaks Flash. "We're pixies!" answers one of the little men. "Every child knows that! You grown ups don't believe in us, so we don't like you! What's more we think we can whip you!"

Then before Flash can get to his feet, the pixies are swarming all over him. Struggle as he might, Flash is slowly borne to the ground.

Meanwhile, Zarkov, becoming alarmed at Flash's absence decides to go after him.

Zarkov comes upon Flash, threshing about on the ground. "Help me, Zarkov! He pants." "Get these pixies off me!" Zarkov's heart sinks. "Pixies?" "Heaven help us -- he's delirious!"
Fierce red-bearded Gundar, son of the desert, restlessly roaming the bad-lands in search of a caravan to plunder, sees the sleeping girls from the crest of a dune.

"By my beard, gentlemen -- two jewels worthy of the king's crown!"

But Desira's scream has reached Zarkov's ears as he struggles back with the delirious Flash--Zarkov shouts: "Dale! Desira! Are you all right?"

In a trice, Flash and Zarkov are surrounded by Gundar's raiders.

The four fugitives are given food and water, their first in days. A litter is provided for Flash and the desert raiders set out for their mountain retreat. Although they have been treated kindly thus far, Desira knows that they are captives of the most-feared outlaw in Tropica!
Gundar, the red-bearded outlaw, orders his captives brought to his hideaway, high in the mountains, bordering the badlands. A waiting sentry signals the approach of the returning desert raiders.

The returning horsemen file thru the secret portal into a vaulted hall of polished stone. It echoes to their clashing accoutrements and laughter.

Flash and Zarkov are borne to rich quarters. Gundar beckons to a shambling individual: "Doctor, see that these men have the best of care!"

In another chamber, hung with plundered silks and tapestries, the outlaw is confronted by a tousle-haired blonde! "Instead of gold and riches you bring back women!" Gundar laughs. "Beauty? Gold? I'll gladly bargain with King Brazor -- they should bring a good price -- particularly since one is ex-queen, Desira!"
FLASH AND ZARKOV AWAKEN, FULLY RECOVERED. "I'M GOING TO FIND THE GIRLS!" SAYS FLASH. "THIS GUNDAR MAY BE DIFFERENT, AS YOU SAY... BUT HE MAY BE JUST A TREACHEROUS MURDEROUS BRIGAND!"

GUNDAR FLINGS BACK THE CURTAINS COVERING THE ENTRANCE TO FLASH'S ROOM. "A BRIGAND! YES-- BUT NOT WITHOUT HONOR! MY WORD IS MY BOND. NO HARM WILL COME TO THE GIRLS... WILL YOU JOIN ME AT BREAKFAST?"

IN THEIR NEW-FOUND LUXURY, DALE AND DESIRA DRESS UNHURRIEDLY. "MY!" EXCLAIMS DALE. "THIS OUTLAW CERTAINLY HAS PRINCELY TASTE.--" A VOICE INTERRUPTS HER-- "YES, AND IT RUNS TO BLONDES! BREAKFAST IS READY!

NEXT MORNING GUNDAR SENDS FOR THE DOCTOR. "I AM NOT A VAIN MAN, SAWBONES, BUT DID YOU EVER SEE A HANDSOMER BEARD? RED TOO-- A MAN'S COLOR! HOW ARE OUR GUESTS THIS MORNING?"

"FINE!" ANSWERS THE DOCTOR. "YOU KNOW, PRINCE, THAT MEDICINE!--" GUNDAR WHIRLS ON HIM, "MY NAME IS GUNDAR OR REDBEARD! REMEMBER THAT, YOU DRUNKEN FOOL!"
FLASH, DALE, ZARKOV AND DESIRA ARE CAPTIVES OF GUNDAR, THE OUTLAW. "YOU HAVE SAVED OUR LIVES - WE HOPE TO REPAY YOU." SAYS FLASH.

GUNDAR LAUGHS: "YOU - PAUPERS? WHAT WITH? I'M A BUSINESS MAN, MY BLOND FRIEND!"

AS THE GIRLS ENTER THE DINING HALL, DESIRA AUTOMATICALLY EXTENDS HER HAND, PALM DOWN. THE OUTLAW CHIEFTAIN BENDS OVER IT, MURMURING: "A QUEEN IN BEAUTY AND BEARING, IF NOT IN FACT!"

DESIRA SNATCHES HER HAND AWAY: "INSOLENT ROGUE! I'M STILL YOUR QUEEN - AND I'LL LIVE TO SEE YOU SWING ON THE GALLOWS!"

GUNDAR CHUCKLES: "RED HAIR AND SPIRIT? I LIKE BOTH! BRAZOR WILL PAY WELL FOR YOU!"

AT BREAKFAST, FLASH LEANS TOWARD THE RED-BEARDED OUTLAW: "GUNDAR, IF YOU'LL HELP US PUT DESIRA BACK ON THE THRONE, YOU CAN HAVE LANDS - A TITLE!" GUNDAR LAUGHS: "MY FRIEND, IF I COULD CONQUER 'BLOODY BRAZOR,' I'D MAKE MYSELF KING, INSTEAD OF A MERE NOBLEMAN!"

DESIRA LEAPS TO HER FEET: "THIS IS SICKENING! YOU, FLASH GORDON, BARGAINING WITH A CUT-THROAT - A COMMON THIEF WHO FEEDS US OFF MY OWN ROYAL TABLE! HAGGLING OVER THE QUEEN, AS IF SHE WERE MERCHANDISE!" GUNDAR ROARS WITH LAUGHTER: "BY TAO'S BIG TOE, THAT GIRL IS WONDERFUL! I'LL HAVE HALF BRAZOR'S KINGDOM FOR HER!"
Desira and Dale sun themselves in Gundar's solarium and discuss their captor. Desira says: "Dale Arden! How can you defend that cutthroat?"

"I can't help it, Desira," answers Dale. "I may be a fool, but there's something fine in Gundar. I have a feeling that his terms might be high—too high for Brazor to meet!"

"We've got to get the girls out of here, Zarckov! There must be a way," Zarckov grunts. "We're too well-guarded to try anything foolish. You know, for an outlaw, this Gundar has excellent books. Well-thumbed, too!"

In Gundar's study, "Has the beauty of our captives softened you or are you going to send your terms to Brazor?" Pequit says. Gundar, "I believe you're jealous! My messenger is already on his way. I hope that eases your mind—wish it did mine!"

In the lowlands of Tropica, one of Gundar's most trusted lieutenants gallops toward the distant spires of the capital city.

The messenger is admitted to the presence of his infamous Majesty, "Bloody Brazor!" The king opens Gundar's letter. He masks his anger with a crafty smile. Two million gold mingols and the border provinces for Flash Gordon and ex-Queen Desira, your master drives a hard bargain, fellow—but we may be able to do business!"
AT THE ROYAL PALACE BRAZOR SPEAKS TO ONE OF HIS OFFICERS, "I DO NOT INTEND TO MEET GUNDAR'S RANSOM DEMAND! I HAVE A PLAN TO CAPTURE GORDON AND DESIARA AND TO WIPE OUT GUNDAR AND HIS BAND!"

AFTER OUTLINING HIS PLAN TO HIS OFFICER, BRAZOR SENDS FOR GUNDAR'S MESSENGER: "MUCH AS I DETEST DEALING WITH A COMMON OUTLAW, I HAVE NO CHOICE," SAYS THE KING MEAKLY.

A FEW DAYS LATER, GUNDAR ESCORTS TWO OF HIS PRISONERS, FLASH AND DESIARA, TO MOUNTAIN-TOP THERE TO AWAIT THE RETURN OF HIS MESSENGER. "AH," EXCLAIMS THE OUTLAW CHIEFTAIN AS TWO MEN RIDE INTO VIEW, "RIGHT ON SCHEDULE!"

A BLINDFOLD IS REMOVED FROM BRAZOR'S OFFICER. HE SPEAKS: "HIS MAJESTY IS GLAD TO PAY GENEROUSLY FOR YOUR PRISONERS, BUT REQUESTS THAT YOU RECONSIDER YOUR TERMS." GUNDAR INTERRUPTS: "EITHER HE MEETS MY TERMS OR I RESTORE DESIARA TO HER RIGHTFUL THRONE!"

FLASH NOTICES THAT THE MAJOR'S MOUNT STAMPS AND PAWS RESTLESSLY, SUDDENLY HE KNOWS WHY...

"HOLD ON, GUNDAR!" HE SHOUTS, "YOUR DEAL IS DEAD. BRAZOR HAS DOUBLE-CROSSED YOU! THE HOOFS OF THAT BEAST HAVE BEEN PAINTED WITH PHOSPHORUS, LEAVING A TRAIL FOR BRAZOR AND HIS TROOPS TO FOLLOW WITH THE FLUORESCO-RAY SEARCHLIGHTS!"
BRAZOR HAS SENT A COURTIER TO BARGAIN WITH GUNDAR FOR HIS PRISONERS, FLASH, DALE, ZARKOV AND DESIRA, BUT FLASH CALLS GUNDAR'S ATTENTION TO THE HOofs OF THE OFFICER'S MOUNT: "BY TAO'S TOENAILS, YOU'RE RIGHT, FLASH!" EXPLODES THE OUTLAW CHIEFTAIN. "BRAZOR HAS PHOSPHORIZED THE BEAST'S HOofs TO LEAVE A TRAIL TO MY HIDEOUT!"

GUNDAR DRAWS HIS Gun AND WHIRLS ON THE COURTIER: "YOU TREACHEROUS PIG! I'LL SHOW YOU WHAT IT MEANS TO DOUBLE-CROSS ME!" FLASH GRABS THE Irate OUTLAW: "WAIT! SHOOTING WILL SOLVE NOTHING! I've A BETTER IDEA...."

FLASH CONTINUES: "OUR ONLY CHANCE IS TO SEND THE OFFICER AND HIS HORSE INTO THE DESERT TO LEAD BRAZOR AWAY FROM YOUR HIDEOUT!" GUNDAR WEIGHS THE SCHEME: "YOU'RE RIGHT, FLASH.... WE'LL TRY IT!"

AS FLASH, DESIRA AND THE RED-BEARDED CHIEFTAIN RIDE BACK TO THE OUTLAW'S HIDEOUT--

GUNDAR'S FOOT WHILE MESSENGER FORCES THE COURTIER AND HIS MOUNT DOWN THE LONG SLOPE, LEADING TO THE FIERY DESERT.

FLASH SAYS: "I BELIEVE BRAZOR, HIMSELF, WILL LEAD THE SEARCH. IF HE DOES, ARE YOU GAME TO HELP ME CAPTURE HIM?" GUNDAR CHUCKLES: "YOU'RE A MAN OF IDEAS, GORDON-- I'M NOT SO SORRY BRAZOR DOUBLE-CROSSED ME!"
FLASH GORDON
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“FLASH DISCOVERED THAT BRAZOR’S AGENT HAD DOUBLE-CROSSED GUNDAR BY LEAVING A TRAIL, SO THEY FORCED THE AGENT INTO THE DESERT HOPING THAT BRAZOR WOULD FOLLOW THEM THERE...”

MEANWHILE, GUNDAR WASTES NO TIME: “I WANT OUR BEST MEN AT EVERY SENTRY POST!” HE SAYS TO ONE OF HIS LIEUTENANTS. BRAZOR’S APPROACH IS TO BE SIGNALLED BY SONOBHEM, I’LL MAKE HIM RUE THE DAY HE DOUBLE-CROSSED ME!”

ON A DISTANT MOUNTAIN POST, A Sentry blows warning signals through his inaudible, directional sonobeam sender. While far below, Brazor’s well-armed search party follows the treacherous agent’s phosphorescent trail with fluorescent beams.

“AND WHAT’S MORE, CONTINUES DESIRA, ‘THAT BRAVE, WONDERFUL FOOL OF A MAN OF YOURS OFFERED TO HELP GUNDAR CAPTURE BRAZOR!’ ‘NO!’ GASPS DALE, ‘THEY HAVEN’T A CHANCE! THEY’LL BOTH BE KILLED!’

THEN, LOADED DOWN WITH REFRESHMENTS, GUNDAR PROCEEDS TO FLASH’S QUARTERS: “GENTLEMEN!” HE BELLOWS. “WHAT SAY YOU TO A LITTLE...?” HE BREAKS OFF SUDDENLY AS A HIGH-PITCHED SQUEAL SOUNDS THROUGHOUT THE HALL. “THAT’S IT!” HE SAYS, “BRAZOR’S COMING!”

IN GUNDAR’S MOUNTAIN HIDEOUT DESIRA TELLS DALE THAT THEY ARE NOT TO BE RANSOMED TO THE KING...”
King Brazor is leading an armored force against Gundar and his outlaw band to capture Flash, Dale, Zarkov, and Queen Desira.

As the halls of Gundar's palatial hideaway echo with Sonobeam warnings, signaling Brazor's approach, Flash and Gundar hasten to bid the girls farewell.

"Don't worry, darling," Flash says, "you girls will be safe. Brazor won't find this hideout. If we can capture him, the throne will be Desira's, again, and our troubles will be over." Dale clings to Flash: "Be careful, come back to me!"

Gundar sweeps Desira into his arms. "I know that thieves take what they want, and I want a kiss!"

Despite Desira's struggles, the outlaw chieftain kisses her. And, as she leans, breathless, against his shoulder, her expression is hardly that of outraged royalty!

After leaving Zarkov in charge of a small detail, guarding the girls, Flash and Gundar set out at the head of an outlaw column to battle Brazor. "You're a surprising fellow, Gundar," says Flash, "who were you before you became a bandit?" "My past is my secret. Remember that, if you would be my friend," retorts Gundar.
FLASH GORDON
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BRAZOR'S ARMORED COLUMN DRIVES CAUTIOUSLY THROUGH THE MOUNTAINS UNAWARE THAT THE HUNTED OUTLAWS ARE WATCHING EVERY MOVE AND SIGNALLING WITH THEIR SONOBEM HENDS, INAUDIBLE, EXCEPT TO ONE ANOTHER.

BRAZOR IS NO FOOL. WHEN HIS FLUORESCENT-RAY SEARCH-LIGHT SHOWS HIS COUTIER'S TRAIL RUNNING DEEP INTO THE FIRE DESERT——

HE SMELLS A TRICK. "NOBODY COULD LIVE IN THAT DESERT! I'LL GO BACK WHERE THE TRACKS INDICATE A MEETING-PLACE."

"BY MY BEARD, HE IS HEADING BACK TOWARD MY HIDEOUT! I'LL HAVE TO ATTACK!" SAYS GUNDAR. FLASH SHAKES HIS HEAD: "THAT'S SUICIDE. FAKE AN ATTACK, HAVE YOUR MEN SPLIT UP AND RUN. WE WILL SCATTER BRAZOR'S MEN IN THE MOUNTAINS!"

GUNDAR TAKES FLASH'S ADVICE, DIRECTING HIS MEN WITH SONOBEM WHISTLES, HE THROWS TWO GROUPS AGAINST BRAZOR'S COLUMN, WHICH COUNTERS WITH A WITHERING FIRE.
FLASH AND GUNDAR HAVE INTERCEPTED BRAZOR AND HURLED TWO GROUPS OF MEN AT THE HEAD OF HIS ARMORED COLUMN. THEIR OBJECT BEING TO SCATTER HIS FORCES...

ON A HIGH VANTAGE POINT, FLASH GRIPS THE OUTLAW CHIEFTAINS SHOULDER. "IT'S WORKING! THERE ARE ONLY TWO CARS LEFT TO GUARD THE KING'S THROW YOUR MAIN FORCE AGAINST HIM NOW!" GUNDAR GRINS AS HE RAISES HIS SNOBEAM HORN TO HIS LIPS: "BY MY BEARD, FLASH, YOU'RE A BORN MILITARY MAN!"

WITH HIS TWO PROTECTING ARMORED CARS BLASTED OUT OF ACTION AND HIS OWN ARMOR BECOMING UNCOMFORTABLY HOT, BRAZOR WHIRLS HIS CAR ABOUT AND MAKES A DASH FOR FREEDOM!

"HE'S BROKEN OUT OF THE TRAP!" SHOUTS FLASH. "I'VE GOT TO STOP HIM!" "DON'T BE A FOOL!" ROARS GUNDAR. "YOU CAN'T DO IT BY YOURSELF!"

AFTER THE FIRST FEINT, THE OUTLAWS RETREAT, DRAWING PURSUING UNITS AWAY FROM THE MAIN FORCES...

FROM ALL DIRECTIONS, GUNDAR'S Hordes CONVERGE ON BRAZOR'S FORCES, SHOWERING GRENADES AND RAY-FIRE ON THE LUMBERING METALITE MONSTERS IN THE NARROW MOUNTAIN DEFILE. THE KING IS AT A DISADVANTAGE...
BY FOLLOWING FLASH'S PLAN OF STRATEGY, GUNDAR AND HIS OUTLAWS HAVE SCATTERED BRAZOR'S ARMORED UNITS IN THE MOUNTAINS OF TROPICA. WHEN BRAZOR SEeks TO SMASH OUT OF THE TRAP, FLASH RACES TO INTERCEPT HIM IN A NARROW DEFILE, AND AS THE KING'S CAR ROARS INTO RANGE, FLASH HURLS HIS ENTIRE KIT OF GRENADES AT THE TURRET.

THE BADLY DAMAGED CAR SWERVES CRAZILY AND PLUNGES OVER A LEDGE --

GUN IN HAND, FLASH APPROACHES THE WRECKAGE -- BUT ALL THE FIGHT HAS LEFT THE CAR AND ITS CREW -- ONLY THE DAZED KING BRAZOR EMERGES TO FACE HIS NEMESIS.

FLASH HELPS BRAZOR FROM THE COCKPIT THEN, PLACING HIS SONOBEAM HORN TO HIS LIPS, SIGNALS TO GUNDAR THAT THE KING IS THEIR PRISONER.

"GREAT!" EXCLAIMS GUNDAR. "GORDON HAS BRAZOR! SOUND THE RETREAT-- WE MUST RETURN TO THE HIDEOUT BEFORE THOSE OTHER CARS GET BACK INTO ACTION!"
WITH THE CAPTIVE KING BEZAR BETWEEN THEM, FLASH AND GUNDAR STRIVE TO BEAT THE PURSUING ARMORED UNITS OF THE OUTLAW'S. GUNDAR SIGNALS AHEAD WITH HIS SONOBEBEAM HORN, WARNING HIS MEN OF THEIR COMING.

AFRAID TO FIRE AT THEIR PRET FOR FEAR OF KILLING THE KING, ONE CAR SWINGS TO A HEIGHT COMMANDING THE FUGITIVES' TRAIL, AND FIRES AT THE FLEEING FIGURES....

FLASH JERKS HIS MOUNT TO A HALT, TELLING: "THE DEVILS! THEY'VE BLASTED THE TRAIL AWAY! WE'LL HAVE TO GO THE REST OF THE WAY ON FOOT!"

FLASH AND THE OUTLAW CHIEFTAIN DISMOUNT, UNBIND THE KING AND DRIVE HIM AHEAD OF THEM: "KEEP MOVING BEZAR!" GROWSLS FLASH, "DON'T STALL OR TRY ANY TRICKS, IF YOU VALUE YOUR LIFE! YOU'D BE LESS TROUBLE TO US DEAD, YOU KNOW!"

THEY GAIN THE TOP OF THE LEDGE, SKIRT THE BLASTED-OUT SECTION, THEN RESUME AGAIN NEAR THE HIDEOUT. THE GREAT SECRET PORTAL SWINGS OPEN TO MEET THEM.
With two of Brazor's pursuing armored units close behind them, Flash, Gundar and the captive King, Brazor, stumble through the great secret portal into the outlaw hideout. Strong hands seize Brazor as Flash and Gundar add their strength to that of the men closing the heavy door.

As the giant bolts of the secret door are made fast, Flash turns to take the overjoyed Dale into his arms.

Outside the rocky mountain wall, Brazor's Tank Commander raises: "Let my men rest to pieces!"

Brazor's armored cars hurl their powerful ray gun fire against the rock, but the diamond hard stone resists their powerful rays.

With Brazor captured and his army defeated, Desire's return to the throne is assured. Gundar has proven he was right when he said he was 2,000,000,000,000 years ahead of honor.